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Idioma em inglês.

Não precisa ser fã do Wiz Khalifa
pra ler este livro. Obrigado !!



Hi ... it's great to have you here reading my book.

Well, as you saw the title I want to dedicate this book
to my beloved Wiz Khalifa !!

My purpose and you reading this know more about
Wiz Khalifa.

I wish you like my book !!

Let´s Go.



                        About Wiz Khalifa.

Cameron Gabriel Thomaz (born September 8, 1987),
better known by the stage name Wiz Khalifa, is an
American rapper based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
He released his debut album, Show and Prove, in
2006, and signed with Warner Bros. Records in 2007.
Her single techno influences, "Say Yeah", received
urban radio, charts of Billboard Hot 100, Rhythmic
Top 40 and Hot Graphics rap Tracks in 2008. Khalifa
parted with Warner Bros. and released his second
album, ": Deal or No Deal, in November 2009. He
released the mixtape Kush and Orange Juice as a free
download in April 2010, which has become a top item
on trends Twitter and Google.



Wiz Khalifa.

                      Khalifa Biography  

Khalifa was born on September 08, 1987 in Minot,
North Dakota to a mother and a father who serve in
the military. His parents divorced when Khalifa was
about three years. service of their military parents led
him to move on a regular basis. Khalifa lived in
Germany, England and Japan before settling in
Pittsburgh, where he attended Taylor Allderdice High
School. stage name. It is derived from Khalifa, an
Arabic word meaning "successor" and wisdom, which
was shortened to Wiz Khalifa when I was fifteen.
Khalifa said that the name also came to be called
"young Wiz because I was good at everything I've
done."



Simply perfect <3 
                Early Career to the Khalifa. 

Khalifa released his first mixtape, Prince of the City:
Welcome to Pistolvania in 2005. The mixtape led to his
first album titled show and prove in 2006. Khalifa was
declared an "artist to watch" this year in Rolling
Stone .
In 2007, Khalifa signed to Warner Bros. Records and
released two mixtapes through Rostrum Records:
Grow Season, hosted by DJ Green Lantern and
released on July 4, 2007, and Prince of the City 2,
released on November 20, 2007 . His debut in Warner
Bros. single "Say Yeah" reached number 25 on the
Billboard Rhythmic Top 40 music chart and number
20 on the Billboard Hot Rap Tracks. Samples of the
song "Better Off Alone" by Alice Deejay. vocals Khalifa
in "Say Yeah" appear near the end of the Pittsburgh
mash up producer Girl Talk album in 2008, Feed the
Animals on the song "Underworld Born Slippy",
Usher's "Love in This Club", and The Cure, "In
Between Days".



Khalifa came up with the game, David Banner en-Play
Skillz summer's U92 Jam at the USANA
Amphitheatre in West Valley City, Utah on August 2,
2008. Khalifa released mixtapes Star Power in
September 2008 and flying school in April 2009 in
Tribune records.

Khalifa parted ways with Warner Bros. Records, in
July 2009, after numerous delays in the release of
their debut album scheduled for the label, First
Flight. Khalifa says the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette that
"I learned a lot during my time there and matured as
an artist during the process. I'm happy to be going
with all my stuff and get a chance to be in control of
my next steps. " Khalifa appeared with Girl Talk,
mode Lemon, Sonora, Grand Buffet, and Don
Caballero at the Amphitheatre at Station Square in
Pittsburgh on July 31, 2009, where he announced that
his relationship with Warner Bros. was over.



Continuing his association with Face Records, Khalifa
released the single "Teach U To Fly" and mixtape How
Fly, a collaboration with rapper Curren $ y New
Orleans, on August 9, 2009. Khalifa introduced a more
melodic style on the mixtape, alternating between
singing and beating. He opened for Wu-Tang Clan
member U-God at the CMJ Music Marathon 2009 in
New York. Khalifa released the mixtape Burn After
Rolling on November 2, 2009, when he hits more
familiar hits of other artists, including the songs "If I
Were A Boy" and "Diva" by Beyonce, "Walking on a
Dream" by Empire of the Sun, "Luchini AKA This Is It"
Camp Lo, and "Best I Ever Had," Drake. 

Khalifa released his second album, "Deal or No Deal,
on November 24, 2009. 
Khalifa focus their attention on the internet to bring
awareness to their music, using sites like YouTube,
Ustream, and Twitter.



Khalifa held at Emo's in Austin, Texas, in March 2010
as part of the 2010 South by Southwest Music
Festival. He appeared on the cover of XXL same
month, to the annual list of Top 10 Freshman
magazine that included J. Cole, Pill, Freddie Gibbs,
and Fashawn. Toured with rapper Yelawolf on a 20
date tour, Deal Or No Deal Tour. Khalifa released the
mixtape Kush and free orange juice for download on
April 14, 2010. Due to Khalifa base is dedicated fan
base, the mixtape became the topic No. 1 trend on
Twitter with the hashtag # kushandorangejuice, and
"Kush and Orange Juice download "ranked No. 1 in
the Google search hottest trends. 



Wiz Khalifa before fame : 

Wiz Khalifa at his first show :



Wiz Khalifa and son : 



Best music of Wiz Khalifa : 
Black And Yellow.
See You Again.
We Dem Boyz.
No Sleep.
Promises.
Work Hard Play Hard.
On My Love.
Be My Girl.
That Good. 
Go Hard Or Go Home. 
Young, Wild and Free.

 Well this among others. In fact all his songs are
good. 
Thank You for reading this far. If you support this book
can come over ... I have many plans and content for
more books.



This drawing was done by me. I love Wiz Khalifa.



                        ''Thank You...... Kiss'' 

                               ...The End...




